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QUESTION 1

Which of the following checks for master data and key figures does the Check Mode algorithm trigger? Note: There are
3 correct Answers to this question. 

A. It checks whether the sourcing in the Production Source Item Master Data type exists. 

B. It checks whether the location resource specified in the master data forms a cycle in the supply chain network. 

C. It checks whether the heuristic detects cycles formed by nodes (such as location products) in the supply chain
network. 

D. It checks whether the location products specified in the master data are connected by customer sourcing rules within
the supply chain network. 

E. It checks whether the required planning level master data exists for a subset of input key figures. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 2

You created a key figure and want to add calculations. Which of the following rules do you consider? Note: There are 2
correct Answers to this question. 

A. All key figure calculations have calculation inputs, which can be marked as stored or calculated. 

B. The calculation chain for a key figure must always result in a calculated key figure. 

C. Aggregation calculations using SUM or MAX functions must be based on a higher aggregation U level. 

D. Key figures can be calculated across different planning levels. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

What type of key figure requires a planning level to have all attributes as roots? 

A. The conversion key figure, such as exchange rate 

B. The special key figure marked as an aggregate key figure 

C. The time independent key figure, such as FCSTMAPE 

D. The attribute transformation key figure, such as PERIODID1 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following solutions are feasible when using the time series supply optimizer? Note: There are 3 correct
Answers to this question. 

A. Violation of minimum aggregated inventory values 

B. Not adhering to maximum transport values 

C. Not-fully satisfied demands 

D. Not respecting production capacity 

E. Violation of minimum resource utilization 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to display and edit data in different units of measure (UOM). Which of the following must you consider before
you use UOM? Note: There are 3 correct Answers to this question. 

A. Analytics provide the user with the option to select the target unit of measure. 

B. Unit of measure is an attribute of a master data type, such as Product. 

C. Units of measure are usually not time-dependent. 

D. Units of measure are usually not time-independent. 

E. Conversion to the target unit of measure is handled by functionality of SAP IBP Excel UI 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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